
Abstract—This paper presents a new STAKCERT KDD
processes for worm detection. The enhancement introduced in the
data-preprocessing resulted in the formation of a new STAKCERT
model for worm detection. In this paper we explained in detail how
all the processes involved in the STAKCERT KDD processes are
applied within the STAKCERT model for worm detection. Based on
the experiment conducted, the STAKCERT model yielded a 98.13%
accuracy rate for worm detection by integrating the STAKCERT
KDD processes.

Keywords—data mining, incident response, KDD processes,
security metrics and worm detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

OWADAYS, data loss due to worms attack is not rare and a
good sound of knowledge in confronting the worms is

seen as one of the best solutions to confront the worms attack.
On November 2008, Swabey [1] wrote that after the attack of
AgentBTZ worm, US Department of Defense had banned the
use of the USB unless after it has been scanned and free from
any worms. Indeed in the same month of the year, IT system in
three hospitals in London went down due to Mytob worm
attack which caused the administrative process to be done
manually [2]. Furthermore in January 2009, 9 million PCs
were infected by Downadup worm or also known as Conficker
worm [3]. Indeed, it is not surprising to know that in year
2010, millions of computers all over the world were infected
by different type of worms such as the Mariposa, Zeus,
Bredolab, TDSS, Koobface, Sinowall and Black Energy 2.0
botnets [4].

Therefore, we need to have a good strategy and technique to
identify these worms. The objective of this paper is to
introduce new STAKCERT KDD processes that leads to the
formation of STAKCERT model for worm detection.
STAKCERT stands for starter kit for computer emergency
response and KDD stands for knowledge discover databases.
Our goal is to achieve the accuracy rate for worm detection
more than 91.9%, which was the result, gained by Dai and
colleagues [5]. Based on our analysis and experiment, we have
identified the integration of STAKCERT KDD processes,
which applied the standard operating procedures for worm
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incident response, improved KDD processes and data mining
technique and resulted the formation of the STAKCERT
model for worm detection. It has shown a promising result
with 98.13% accuracy rate of worm detection.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Next section
describes a discussion on previous works on KDD processes,
data mining and incident response. Section III explains the
research design used and the results are presented in section
IV. Section V concludes and discusses the future work for this
paper.

II.RELATED WORKS

Incident response is defined as the process that aims to
minimise the damage caused by security incidents and
malfunctions; it also monitors and learns from such incidents
[22]. The lack of standard operating procedures, in terms of
analysing and responding to a worm attack may lead to
disaster for both IT personnel and the end user. It is very hard
to separate incident response from computer security, as it
plays a very important role within such security. Improvements
and novel standard operating procedures, particularly within
the detection, analysis and disinfection phases, are seen as
areas for potential research and exploration. An example of
research that proposed a generic incident response process
within a corporate environment was that undertaken by [23].
However, research alluding to a combination of worm
handling procedures following incidence response has, so far,
been scarce. It is suggested here that such research could
greatly improve matters by detailing the required procedures
for handling a worm incident. This is one of the precepts of the
formation of the STAKCERT model for worm detection, of
which incident response is a part.

The phrase KDD was first discussed in a KDD workshop in
1989 [7] and ever since the KDD has been successfully
applied in different domains all over world. Knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD) is defined as an overall process
where knowledge or patterns from data are extracted, where
the patterns extracted must be valid, novel, useful and
understandable. Data mining on the other hand is a specific
algorithm to extract the pattern from the data, which is a part
of the whole KDD process [8], [9]. Many studies that integrate
KDD have been conducted over the past few years and the
current research in the year 2010 include [10] in medicine,
[11] in financial applications, [12] in intrusion detection and
[13] in customer relationship management (CRM).

For this research, KDD is used as a technique to identify the
worms’ patterns in the dataset. All of the KDD processes are
summarised in Fig. 1. The data-preprocessing function is
intended to transform the worm’s raw data into an appropriate
format for the next stage of the analysis, which is data
extraction. The steps involved in this phase include feature
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selection, data cleansing to remove any noise, duplication or
outlier and data transformation. The data pattern extraction is
achieved by using data mining. The clustering and
classification are two of the most common techniques used in
data mining. The type of algorithm implemented for our
research is k-means for clustering and SMO is for the worm
classification. SMO stands for sequential minimal optimisation
algorithm for support vector machine classification. Once the
patterns are extracted from the data, they will be interpreted to
ensure only valid and useful information or knowledge is kept
for further exploration. All the KDD processes are iterative to
ensure the result achieved is rigorous. Fig. 1 displays common
KDD processes involved in developing knowledge.

Fig. 1 KDD processes

In order to test the effectiveness of the STAKCERT model
for worm detection, a comparison of the work with research
conducted by [5] was undertaken. This research used the same
datasets as in our research and had the same objective; i.e., to
detect worms and increase the worm detection rate. They
incorporated dynamic instruction sequence mining techniques
involving the runtime features of a worm programme. This
research is the most similar to ours and we have bridged the
gaps that arose from the aforementioned research by
integrating STAKCERT KDD processes within the
STAKCERT model.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN

The datasets in this research consist of different types of
worms sourced from VX Heavens [6]. From 66,711 samples
downloaded from VX Heavens, 5,614 were identified as
worms. Then it was further categorised as email worm with
3.97%, followed by 1.36% for P2P worm, 0.96% represent the
IRC worm, 0.81% for the internet worm, 0.42% for the instant
messaging worm and 0.86% for worm. The datasets were
chosen randomly from all of these worm categories, and 160
variants of the windows worm and benign executables have
been used for this research since it is the scope for this
research.

The lab used for this testing is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is a
controlled lab environment and almost 80 % of the software
used in this testing is an open source or available on a free
basis. No outgoing network connection is allowed for this
architecture. In this lab, the datasets described above were

tested. From these tests, the results can easily be analysed and
any flaws found can be fixed immediately.

Fig.2 Lab architecture

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Enhancements have been made to the KDD data-
preprocessing and pattern extraction process. Under the data-
preprocessing process, the static and dynamic analyses are
implemented using the incident response standard operating
procedures (SOP). While under the pattern extraction process,
statistical methods comprising Chi-square and symmetric
measure and security metrics are also introduced, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The details for the Chi-Square and symmetric
measure can be referred in [14], which are not discussed in this
paper. We only explain in detail of the improvement in the
STAKCERT KDD processes and the security metrics in this
paper.

A. Data-preprocessing

In this research, the datasets from the VX Heavens source
were retrieved in multiple formats. In order to use this data, it
needs to be transformed into an understandable format; hence
the need for feature selection using static and dynamic
analysis. It should be remembered that feature selection is a
search strategy process where only relevant data is chosen with
the goal that the selected data can be valid and useful for the
subsequent analysis. In our case, the chosen data was analysed
using static and dynamic analysis in a controlled lab
environment. The details for static and dynamic analysis can
be referred in [15] but how the incident response being
integrated with these analyses is explained in this paper.

Before and during the conduction of the static and dynamic
analysis, the incident response approach was applied. Standard
operating procedures before and during the analysis must be
followed and all the related procedures documented. Initially,
all the listed software used during the testing were checked to
ensure all were already installed and working properly.
Secondly, the condition of the testing machines and the
network setting for each machine were checked. Thirdly,
documentation of all the monitoring and test results were
ensured. This was to make certain that there is always
documentation if anything needs to be referred to later. With
reference to the incident response methodology by [16], as
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illustrated in Fig.4, in order to reach any solution which
includes recovery steps or to implement security measures, all
these seven steps play an important role. However, according
to the SANS Institute, six steps are required to handle any
incident effectively, namely: preparation, identification,
containment, eradication, recovery, and lessons learned [17].
Indeed, MyCERT used the SANS steps to produce the
computer worm incident handling standard operating
procedures (MyCERT 2002[20] – see Fig.5). Therefore, in the
STAKCERT KDD processes, the incident response
methodology by [16] and [17], together with the MyCERT
SOP for worm handling, are used as a basis and a guide.

How are the incident response methodology and MyCERT
SOP in worm handling reflected in our methodology? It is

integrated in ‘research design’ and ‘data-preprocessing’
accordingly. These are where incident response is integrated.
Before data analysis starts, preparation is carried out by
examining the checklist to ensure all the installed software is
working properly with the right testing lab network settings.
Furthermore, all the analyses and findings are documented for
all the experiments.

As a whole, in STAKCERT KDD processes, the incident
response is already integrated in worm detection. It is hard to
separate the incident response since it plays an important role
in the security field, especially in responding to the worm
incident.

Fig. 3 STAKCERT KDD processes

Fig. 4 Incident response methodology
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Fig. 5. MyCERT worm IH SOP
Adapted from MyCERT  MA-041.052002:

computer worm incident handling  standard operating procedure
2002

B. Security Metrics

For the security metrics which is integrated in the
STAKCERT KDD processes, it helps to quantify, classify and
measure information on security operations which leads to the
formation of a new STAKCERT rules for worm response. This
will be one of our future works, once the STAKCERT model
for worm detection is completed. In security metrics, the
threats are firstly defined, then the threats are transformed into
metrics or representations that can easily be measured. We
then seek to understand and identify the vulnerabilities, flaws,
problems, weaknesses or damage they can cause to the security
infrastructure. Next is to check the existing countermeasure
process performance and, if necessary, recommend the
improvement of any technology or countermeasure process
[18].

The security metrics processes are already being applied in
STAKCERT research for worm detection and simplified in
Table I. For STAKCERT research, in order to understand the
threat posed by a worm, a deep and thorough understanding of
worm architecture is necessary; in our case, this led to the
formation of STAKCERT worm classification and the
STAKCERT worm relational model [24]. Initially, the
characteristics that need to be observed are defined. Then,

during the static and dynamic analysis, the worms are analysed
and simplified into worm representation, which comprises
payload, activation, operating algorithm, infection and
propagation. A thorough analysis related to the vulnerabilities,
flaws, problems, weaknesses or the damage the worm can
cause to the security infrastructure is closely monitored. As a
result, weight and severity are chosen as two main attributes in
assigning the countermeasure process. Apart from the elements
stated in Table I, security metrics can also be measured based
on the perimeter defence, control and coverage, availability
and reliability and application risks. All these measurements
were already taken into consideration when we conducted the
worm analysis.

Finally, the main reason why security metrics have been
chosen in this research is due to its capability to make the job
of defining, understanding, identifying and measuring
information security efficient, accurate, measurable and
reliable. This is also supported by [19], where they stated that
work can be more profitable if it is enhanced using the security
metrics and is more efficient if it is measurable.

TABLE I
SECURITY METRICS IN STAKCERT PROCESSES

Security metrics processes
Applying security metrics from

STAKCERT

Yes

Yes.
-Worm data is represented based on
payload, infection, activation,
propagation and operating algorithm.
-Formation of the STAKCERT worm
classification and STAKCERT
relational model.

Yes.
-Run the static and dynamic analysis.
-Identify the need to assign weight
and severity value to assign the
countermeasure process.

Yes.
-Integrate and run data mining using
JAVA-Weka to check the accuracy
rate of weight and severity assigned.

Yes.
-Apoptosis to isolate the most severe
worm attacks.

1) Define worm threats

2) Represents worm threats into
metrics

3)Understand and identify the
vulnerability, flaw, problem,
weakness and damage to security
infrastructure

4) Check the performance of the
existing countermeasures

5) Recommend any technology or
countermeasure process for
improvement.

C.Data mining

The improvement that has been made in STAKCERT KDD
processes, resulted the formation of a new STAKCERT model
for worm detection. By integrating the SMO, the STAKCERT
model has been simulated using the JAVA-WEKA software. It
is an open source JAVA based software and it has a collection
of machine learning algorithms to solve data mining problems
[21]. Based on the testing conducted, it outperforms the
existing work by [5] with 98.13% of our overall accuracy
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which is 6.23% higher than theirs. The STAKCERT true
positive rate was also higher than in the comparable works and
the false negative rate was lower. Furthermore, our false
positive rate was also lower. Table II summarises the results.
Overall accuracy represents the summation of   true positive
and true negative, divided by the summation of  true positive,
true negative, false positive and false negative. TP stands for
true positive, TN stands for true negative, FP stands for false
positive and FN stands for false negative. The equations used
in Table II can be referred in equation 1, 2, and 3.

FNFPTNTP

TNTP
OA (1)

FNTP

TP
TPR (2)

TNFP

FP
FPR (3)

V.CONCLUSION

We believe that our work offers its own significant
contribution towards computer security, KDD processes and
data mining, where the novelty of our experiment lies in the
method being implemented and the goal achieved by the end
of our research. Such implemented methods are an integration
of KDD processes, data mining, statistical and incident
response techniques. Consequently, our results yielded a better
performance than the comparable, existing work. For future
work, these results will be used as the input in triggering the
worm response where the apoptosis will be integrated.
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Classifier STAKCERT Result (%) Comparison work (%)

SMO

TPR

98.1

OA

98.13

FPR

0.2

TPR

93.2

OA

91.9

FPR

9.6

TPR =true positive rate, OA= overall accuracy, FPR= false positive rate
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